Black Widow Spider Laser inlay Kit

With the BW Spider kit you will get two Barrels and a small red hour glass shape
laser inlay. The one barrel is only for shipping purposes to keep the BW Spider inlay
from breaking.

Laser cut lines

Step 1
When you look at the black barrel with the spider you would notice the laser cut lines,
These lines are for you to break the barrel and free the spider without breaking the legs.
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Now you must use an Exacto Knife
to break all the legs off the spider by
putting the blade between the body of
the spider and the leg, it should break
clean from the body. Repeat until all the
legs are broken free from the spider.
You can place all the spider parts in the
same order as in the diagram.
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Step 3
Take the barrel with the spider cut out and insert / fit all the parts by starting with number 1
to number 8. Now place number 9 ( main body ) into position. The jaw part has to be fitted first
by pushing that end of the body into the cutout. Put a little soap water at that end and press
the main body part in with a small block or pen blank.
Now you can fit the red hour glass inlay.

Step 4
The inlay is now complete and you can use thin CA glue to secure all the parts in place.
Don’t soak it with CA, just put a little drop or two at each body part. The reason for this is that
if there are any small gaps you can still fill it with black dust that you can make from the
leftover black blank.

Step 5
At this point you can glue the brass tube into place with a glue of your choice and finish the
pen blank.

Good luck and if you have any problems or are not sure please feel free to contact me at
constant@lazerlinez.com

